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On 27 September 1963 Lee OSWALD visited | 

\ -: 
Lhe Cuban Exnbussy 3m WEXLCO, | 

| 

. 

~~" J Reports are that OSWALD 
asked| - for a Cuban Transit Vis3 

and said he was planning to 6° to Odessa, USSR. 
. 

a
t
 

/ OSWALD visited the Cuban Embassy again on. 28 September 1963 

f a 
No details are available on | | officials 

of the Cubaa Embassy who may have seen OSWALD 
and no details of 

- conversation
s OSWALD nad inside the Cuban Embassy are available. 

Bs 
It is reported that OSWALD 

was 4 visitor at the Soviet Embass
y 

on two or three occasions betwee 26 Septembe® and his departure op 

(late) 3 October 1963. The last contact OSWAL
D had with the Soviet Embass:

 

was on 3 October 1963; and he left Mexico on that date. 

It is reported that OSWALD 
left Mexico at Nuevo Laredo on 

3 Octaber 1963. oO 

a 

It is also xeported that OSWALD 
expected the’ Soviet Embassy

 to 

have previous kmowledge oF his coming visa application and that he was 

angry that the Soviet Embass
y was 8° slow in issuing his visa. _ 

. 
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r 
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IV, Oa 22 Sepreranes 1963 Lee Harvey OSWAL
D shot Preaident Kennedy 

while the President was riding in an open automobile on a Dallas, Texas,” 

er which OSWALD nad ordered (this 

The rifle he used was a Maus 

is now known py, handwriting examination) from Klein's Mail Order Houses. 

. Chicago, [llinois. He had the rifle seat to a Post Office Box which Le2 

OSWALD had rented., In the order for the rifle, OSWALD used the name. 

Alex HIDELL
. 

ossession at the time of his arres* (aftex 

OSWALD also had in his post” 
2°U.5. Selective Service Card in the 

he also killed a Texas policeman) 

name of Alex MIDEL
L. 
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